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National BILT Meeting Minutes 
 

CHAIRPERSON: Matt Glover, Le-Vel 
MEETING DATE: 
Tue, August 13 , 2019 

MEETING TIME: 
8:30am-10:00am Central 

MEETING PLACE: 
Zoom 

RECORDER: Mark Dempsey, Debbie 
Miller, Amy Garrison 
 

RECORDING: 
https://youtu.be/yKsf4HssnMk  

PREVIOUS MEETING: 
May 14, 2019 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT 

BILT: CCN educators: 
Mercedes Adams, NetApp Shakour Abuzneid, Univ of 

Bridgeport 
Jeongkyu Lee, Univ of Bridgeport 

Craig Brabec, Ford Nisheeth Agrawal, Calhoun Stephen Lyford, Wharton County 
Aaron Burciaga, Analytics 2 Go Garfield Anderson, Gwinnett Shawn Monsen, Sierra 
Vincente D’Ingianni, Raytheon Bryan Bennett, Kirkwood Ryan Murphy, Sinclair 
Ivor Flannery, Redline Kirk Bennett, Lone Star Brian Nelson, Lansing 
Ron Halbach, Juniper Networks YRenee Blackshear, Texas State Mitchell Ober, Tulsa 
Tu Huynh, Comerica Bank Bruce Caraway, Lone Star Susan Randall, Cleveland CC 
Corey Kirkendoll, 5K Technical 
Services 

Julian Carranza, El Centro Lori Richards, Volunteer State 

Yang Lai, Juniper Networks Matt Carter, North Arkansas Adam Rocke, Seminole State 
Lynn Mortensen, retired Raytheon Nancy Cerritos, Wisconsin 

Indianhead 
Heather Sanders, Midland 

Kurtis Sampson, Philips Mike Eilerman, Rhodes State David Singletary, Florida State CJ 
Scott Veibell, Cisco Ernie Friend, Florida State CJ William Smith, Tulsa 
Glenn Wintrich, RDM Innovation 
Training 

Richard Grotegut, Bay Area CCC Brenda Steinke, Kirkwood 

 Mike Harsh, Collin Ed Suniga, Lansing 
 Abbas Imam, Volunteer State Susan Svane, North Central Texas 
 Glenn Jones, Tulsa Mark Whigham, Calhoun 
 Gene Kath, Century Donnie Willis, NCTC 
 David Kirk, Eastfield Dewayne Willis, Tulsa 
 Ray Koukari, Gateway Tech Saad Yousef, Gateway Tech  
 CyndiKaye Lambach, Waukesha  
CTC staff: Ann Beheler, Mark Dempsey, Debbie Miller, Amy Garrison 

 
CHAT BOX TRANSCRIPT: http://nationalctc.nationalctcwiki.org/_media/chat_transcript_8_13_19.pdf  
 

Agenda items Discussion 
Trends/NFV 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Network function virtualization (NFV) virtualizes different hardware items like 
routers, load balancers, firewalls.  Glenn reports that carriers are using NFV to 
cut costs and offer individual micro-services to companies and transition to a 
service company and away from a company that just “sells pipes.”  NFV uses off-
the-shelf “vanilla” servers.  The problem is a lack of trained staff who can 
implement NFV.   
 
Tu agrees – his company uses NFV with sandbox environments to create and test 
new applications needed to replace legacy applications that must be 
modernized. 
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Trends/5G 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends/Natural language 
process 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends/Digital twins 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Glenn acknowledges that NFV helps in the sandbox in ramping up new 
applications quickly.  NFV offers speed and scale.  We are still early in the NFV 
adoption, much as we were years ago when the BILT first mentioned SDN.  But 
once it catches on with the major carriers, it will transition to the large 
enterprises.  NFV will change how network monitoring is managed.  For now, 
Glenn urges faculty to be aware of NFV and keep their ears open as it evolves.  
It’s not time to put it in the curriculum just yet. 
 
5G isn’t news, but Glenn wants to talk about integration and application.  Not 
only will 5G create more bandwidth and lower latency, but it also allows carriers 
to slice up the bandwidth for individual customer needs.  It’s not just a faster 
version of 4G.  It offers new opportunities and applications.  Glenn mentions the 
Audi factory in Germany that’s running 5G to keep the automation systems 
“closer to real time.”  In 2019, 26 carriers are rolling out scaled 5G.  In 2020 there 
will be 25 more.  He thinks classes should start talking about how 5G is different 
than 4G.  What are the applications of 5G?  What are the challenges? 
 
Scott asks about the problem of 5G not penetrating glass.  Glenn explains that 
for now, you’ll bolt a wifi adapter on the outside and tie that into the inside.  He 
believes that the penetration challenge will be solved in the next few years, 
maybe with 6G. 
 
Aaron agrees that the advantage of 5G isn’t for faster smartphones, but 
applications in faster computing for IoT and edge devices. 
 
Matt expands on Aaron and Glenn’s point about the way 5G will leverage other 
technologies and systems.  The transformation comes from the convergence.  
“Natural language process” (NLP) allows computers to recognize the subtleties of 
language and response appropriately, making it harder and harder to distinguish 
between a chatbox and a real person.  This is driven by AI but it’s possible 
because of 5G speed.  This combination of AI and 5G will create new jobs and 
entirely new career paths that don’t yet exist.  Community colleges need to keep 
an eye on this. 
 
Matt shares this link from Cisco that compares SDN to NFV: 
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/software-defined-networking/sdn-vs-
nfv.html 
 
Matt shares this link from Cisco that explains NFV: 
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/service-provider/network-functions-
virtualization-nfv/index.html 
 
The use of “digital twins” will continue to grow.  We’re familiar with a hardware 
lab “sandbox” environment to safely conduct tests.  This is the same concept 
only more virtualized and software-based, which provides much more flexibility.  
At the high end, you can create an entire factory environment as a digital twin.  
For now, digital twins are being used for network and configuration audits, such 
as when a bank is merging with another bank or a company is planning a large 
service roll-out. 
 
Aaron agrees.  He’s implementing this concept for a while, long before there was 
a great name for it like “digital twin.”  He thinks students should discuss in the 
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Trends/Privacy acts 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends/AR and VR 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends/AI and machine 
learning 
(BILT members) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

classroom ways digital twins are used in manufacturing and industrial 
engineering.  Maybe students can find 3-5 use cases. 
 
Matt notes that filmmakers use digital twins to create artificial environments 
rather than building a physical set.  Financial decisions are made by determining 
the costs of a physical versus a virtual set.  Many technological trends begin in 
creative applications. 
 
The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) privacy act has been 
impactful in Europe, but Aaron notes that the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA) – which takes effect January 2020 – will have a similar impact on privacy.  
Aaron encourages programs to discuss the ethics of technology and what these 
two acts mean.  He also wonders if paralegals specializing in privacy might 
become a new career path. 
 
Matt mentions the continuing growth of Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual 
Reality (VR).  He mentions one practical example in the aisles of Kroger.  Soon 
you can use your smartphone to engage with an AR system to highlight products 
of interest (i.e. which items have gluten) on the store shelves. For now, the in-
store connectivity isn’t quite there to provide reliable service.  But Matt thinks 
we will start to see more and more of these practical applications. 
 
Faculty question: where should IT programs be with regard to AI and machine 
learning?  Matt sees start-ups pushing hard on innovation and larger companies 
looking for ways to get value out of the data they already have.  He gives the 
example of Caterpillar using AI and machine learning to sift through IoT data 
from its vehicles to predict parts failure and schedule proactive maintenance.  
Not sure how this fits into curriculum.  The answer may be to just educate 
students that this technology is coming and to think outside of the box when it 
comes to career paths. 
 
Mercedes notes that every big company is looking for ways to tap into their rich 
collection of customer information and trends.  Like Caterpillar, NetApp uses AI 
and machine learning to predict system trouble and conduct proactive 
maintenance.  She notes also that NetApp’s Elio customer service chatbox was 
programmed by interns.  Mercedes says that AI and machine learning isn’t a 
trend; it’s a business practice.  She thinks students need hands-on experience for 
how this works and an understanding of how business uses AI and ML.  It’s not all 
high-level AI architect jobs. 
https://blog.netapp.com/elio-built-with-ibm-watson-takes-digital-support-to-
the-next-level/  
 
Glenn says that soon every business will be expected to know their customers 
just as well Amazon does today in the way that AI and machine learning helps 
make purchase suggestions. 
 
Aaron notes that AI – driven by edge computing and 5G – will continue to help 
inform business dashboards. 
 
Rajiv shares this report on analytics and AI in business: 
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-analytics/our-
insights/analytics-comes-of-age  
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Status of KSA revision 
(Mark Dempsey) 

The BILT met on May 14 to update and vote on the KSAs.  We had 61 Ks 
(knowledge), 25 Ss (skills), 15 As (abilities), and 29 tasks.  Because we are folding 
that vote into the larger ITSS job cluster project grant, we’ve convened two other 
BILT groups to discuss IT infrastructure:  in Houston on June 25 and in 
Jacksonville on July 17.  We are meeting once more tomorrow (August 14) in 
Seattle.  These groups are evaluating the same KSA list.  After the Seattle 
meeting, the results will be synthesized into one final survey for the BILT to 
review and approve.  That survey will also include the emerging cloud topics that 
were discussed and suggested at the four meetings so we can incorporate those 
KSAs into the final list. 
 
The final approved version will be posted and disseminated in September, which 
is in keeping with our usual schedule of pushing out the updated KSA list to the 
CCN at the start of the fall semester so those schools can use the list with their 
own local BILT meetings. 

ITSS project update 
(Ann Beheler) 

After the “infrastructure” cluster, we will move onto the “tech support” cluster.  
We will hold BILT meetings in two locations with additional virtual participation.  
Mercedes is kindly letting us use a NetApp room in Sunnyvale on September 17.  
Richard Grotegut, a Deputy Sector Navigator in the Bay Area, is helping recruit 
educators.  We’ll convene a second “tech support” here in Frisco on our campus 
September 25.  We think we’ll only need two meetings, which will save us one 
meeting to use for another, more complex cluster like “software development.”  
Our budget allows for three meetings per cluster. 
 
The “project management” cluster BILTs will meet in November – once in 
Alexandria, Virginia and once here in Frisco.   In early 2020, we will move to the 
“data” clusters. 
 
Ann is excited by how engaged the business SMEs have been during these 
meetings. 

Summer Working 
Connections update 
(Mark Dempsey) 

For Summer Working Connections South in Jacksonville, Florida (June 2019), 53 
faculty members attended (from 28 schools).  There were three tracks: AWS 
Cloud Foundations, Python, and a special “best practices” track called the 
Leadership Academy – taught by Ann and Mark –  that covered topics like the 
BILT model, the KSA voting process, and how to write a competitive grant for NSF 
ATE grants.  To enroll in the AWS track your school had to commit to becoming 
an AWS Academy school. 
 
For Summer Working Connections here in Frisco (July 2019), 104 faculty 
members attended (from 51 schools).  That’s a record for the South events.  
There were six tracks: AWS Cloud Foundations (two sections), Big Data 
Visualization, Bitcoin and Blockchain, Cyber Buffet, Hybrid Cloud Architecture, 
and Preparing to Teach the Internet of Things.  We also had lunch programs, 
including keynotes from IBM, AWS Academy, and NetApp.  There was also a 
panel of BILT members.  We want to thank NetApp for providing great event 
giveaways and also sponsoring our Monday evening networking mixer.   
 
In January, we will check back in with Working Connections attendees with a 
survey to measure classroom impact.  This survey will go to the attendees from 
the last three years. 
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To better measure the value of faculty networking at Working Connections, we 
added a question to the end-of-event survey.  The results showed that 94% of 
attendees made new connections, 77% grew or maintained connections from 
previous Working Connections events.  Ann notes that while it’s tempting to cut 
costs and offer training all on-line, that would eliminate this face-to-face 
networking and collaboration that endures throughout the year.  It’s very 
important to find a way to sustain that community element of Working 
Connections after the CTC goes away. 
 
We also ask some BILT questions to get a snapshot look at the IT educator 
community – attendees at Working Connections are a mix of CCN schools and 
non-CCN schools.  Even though the CTC has been pushing the BILT model and 
KSA voting for years, there is still work to be done getting schools to adopt our 
best practices.  Resistance remains at some programs.  (See Appendix A) 

HITEC update  
(Mark Dempsey) 

The CTC recently attended HITEC in St. Louis – that’s the big technical education 
conference the ATE helps sponsor.  During the week we hosted a pre-conference 
workshop for 23 attendees, offering free labs on Microsoft Server and IoT.  We 
also hosted an evening mixer for IT/cyber programs that included four “Lightning 
Round” presentations.  We moderated a panel breakout session with six of our 
BILT members for about 30 attendees.  The big news was that Ann accepted the 
“Innovative Program Award” on behalf of the BILT model and the importance of 
allowing employers to help steer curriculum.  We also had a couple of students 
show posters and we had an exhibit hall booth. 
 
Ann notes that a “new and improved BILT toolkit” is in development now. 

Portfolios 
(Mark Dempsey) 

Student portfolios is an initiative of the CTC’s renewal grant.  This past spring, 
five partner schools implemented our exercises.  We are now ramping up for the 
fall.  We are using the LinkedIn and e-portfolio exercises developed by Louise 
Kowalski at SUNY Erie Community College (a CCN school) who has been doing 
this for a long time now.  We conducted student surveys (62 portfolio students, 
136 control students) in the spring and got positive responses. 
 
We held a June 11 focus group call with faculty who implemented this in the 
spring.  Based on that we have revised and updated our best practices and 
overviews. 
 
The goal of this initiative is to determine if graduates with a portfolio get hired 
faster than graduates without a portfolio.  While we don’t yet have an answer on 
that, it’s clear among the CTC partner schools that the LinkedIn and portfolio 
exercises are a success.  Several schools are expanding the exercises beyond a 
single class.  It’s catching on. 
 
We will ask the participating schools this December to check LinkedIn and see if 
there’s any difference in job hires between the portfolio students and the control 
students. 
 
We asked the CCN the same survey questions in July 2018 and July 2019 
regarding LinkedIn and portfolio classroom implementation.  There has been a 
noticeable uptick in adoption from 2018 to 2019.  It seems that LinkedIn and 
portfolio classroom implementation are becoming more common in the CCN.  
(See Appendix B) 
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LinkedIn poll responses 
(Mark Dempsey) 

Earlier this year we moved the monthly poll off Tricider and put the questions 
directly into LinkedIn.  Since then, the responses seem to have gotten longer and 
more engaging.  If you’re not a member of the BILT LinkedIn group 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/5106773, please consider joining 

InterLink’s November 18 high 
school event 
(Glenn Wintrich) 

Candy Slocum is not on the phone, so Glenn will explain.  InterLink is helping host 
an all-day event on November 18 for 117 school districts in North Texas.  The 
goal is to connect high school educators with employers from manufacturing, 
engineering, and IT.  There is a big gap between high schools and the workforce.  
This event is designed to help create new relationships.  Candy hopes the BILT 
can help find guest speakers and panelists to participate and help explain to high 
schools what they’re seeking in new hires. With 117 districts invited, this event 
could reach hundreds of schools and thousands of students.  Glenn thinks this 
event could eventually become Working Connections-style week for high school 
faculty. Could also schedule quarterly Q&A webinars for teachers to connect to 
employers. 

  
Next Meeting:   November 19, 2019 (8:30am-10:00am Central) – via Zoom 
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